In the present study, liquid-phase turbulence modulation induced by a bubble swarm ascending in arbitrary turbulence was experimentally investigated. Liquid-phase homogeneous isotropic turbulence was formed using an oscillating grid in a cylindrical acrylic vessel of 149 mm in inner diameter. A bubble swarm consisting of 19 bubbles of 2.8 mm in equivalent diameter was examined; the bubble size and generating time were completely controlled using a bubble generating device through audio speakers. This bubble generating device was able to repeatedly control the bubble swarm arbitrarily and precisely. The bubble swarm was generated at a frequency of 4 Hz. The liquid phase motion was measured via two LDA (Laser Doppler Anemometer) probes. The turbulence intensity, spatial correlation and integral scale were calculated from LDA data obtained by the two spatially-separate-point measurement. When the bubble swarm was added, the turbulence intensity dramatically changed. The original isotropic turbulence was modulated to the anisotropic turbulence by the mutual interaction between the bubble swarm and the ambient isotropic turbulence. The integral scales were calculated from the spatial correlation function. The increase in turbulence intensity and the decrease in integral scale were observed by injecting the bubble swarm in oscillating-grid turbulence.
Introduction
Gas-liquid two-phase flows are applied in many industrial plants such as GLAD system (1) (2) . The flows are multi-scale ranging phenomena, and have complex structure. In order to operate the plants safely and efficiently, and to design optimally, a deep understanding of the flows is essentially required. The structure of the gas-liquid flows is affected by many factors: the liquid-phase parameters (e.g. vortex scale, turbulence intensity and velocity gradient), the gas-phase parameters (e.g. bubble size, number density, bubble trajectory and injection timing), and the interaction between the gas and liquid phases. It is extremely difficult to systematically clarify their turbulence structure. Although there are difficulties, the mechanism of turbulence modulation in gas-liquid two-phase flows should be experimentally and comprehensibly elucidated. In addition, the experimental results and the understanding of the turbulence modulation must accelerate modeling of flows in CFD.
The conventional grid turbulence (i.e. with mean flow) has been investigated very often (3) . It was reported the decrease in the bubble rise velocity was observed in such conventional grid turbulence (4) (5) . However, these former researches are considered to be insufficient to systematically understand the mechanism of the turbulence modulation in gas-liquid two-phase flows. In the present study, in order to extract the flow structure and the interaction between bubbles and liquid-phase motion comprehensively and systematically, we investigated liquid-phase turbulence modulation induced by the wake of a bubble swarm ascending in arbitrary turbulence. Isotropic turbulence is the most appropriate to understand the interaction between bubbles and liquid-phase turbulence. To achieve this specific purpose, we employed oscillating-grid turbulence in rest water; the oscillating grid provided conditioned homogeneous isotropic turbulence without mean flow (6) - (9) .
Void fraction influences the hydrodynamic interaction between gas and liquid phase (10) - (12) . Lance and Batailie (13) reported that there exists a critical value of the void fraction, and the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid may be considered to be the sum of the kinetic energy generated by the grid turbulence and that generated by bubbles below the void fraction of 1%. Therefore, the experiments should be conducted under fully controlled bubble number density and bubble size. In order to achieve these experimental conditions, the bubble swarm consisting of 19 uniform bubbles was formed and generated simultaneously under fully control of bubble diameter and formation timing through audio speakers (14) (15) and hypodermic needles.
The liquid phase motion was measured via two LDA probes, simultaneously; the scattering noises from the bubbles were removed in data analysis. From the two spatially-separate points LDA data, turbulence intensity, spatial correlation and integral scale were calculated and discussed. From these results, we will discuss the liquid-phase turbulence modulation. 
Experimental setup
The experimental setup used in the present study is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The vessel was made of an acrylic pipe (149 mm in inner diameter, 600 mm in height) covered with a rectangular acrylic water jacket to eliminate refraction of laser beams. The origin of the coordinate system (x, y, z) was set at the center of the bottom of the vessel. Purified water (Deionized, filtrated tap water) was filled up to a depth of z = 580 mm.
We generated homogeneous isotropic turbulence in the liquid phase by oscillating a grid in rest water. The grid was tightly bolted at the end of an oscillating bar. The grid (the mesh size M = 18 mm, the grid bar thickness d = 4 mm) was oscillated by computer-controlled servomotor (frequency f = 4 Hz, stroke S = 40 mm). The neutral position of the grid was at z = 430 mm. The neutral grid position was redefined as new origin of z', here z' axis was defined as downward direction.
The details of the bubble generating device are shown in Fig. 2 . This device was able to form repeatedly uniform bubbles at controllable generating timing. Each audio speaker pushed the air by fluctuation of pressure, which was sealed in a clearance between the speaker cone and acrylic box, under a well controlled pressure and flow; it formed a uniform bubble at each hypodermic needle precisely. A check valve was mounted in order to prevent the back-flow induced by oscillation of the cone. The bubble generation timing was arbitrarily controlled by the function generator; in the present experiments, it was set at 4 Hz. We used 10 audio speakers which were connected with 19 hypodermic needles (0.55 mm of outer diameter, 0.37 mm of inner diameter). These needles were able to repeatedly release bubbles at the same initial shape; in addition the trajectories were highly controlled. The average diameter of bubbles was 2.8 mm in equivalent diameter.
The liquid phase motion was measured via two one-component LDA probes (TSI IFA750). We carried out two-point simultaneous measurement in order to evaluate spatial correlations. The focal point of the master probe was fixed at (x, z') = (0, 100) and (27.5, 100). The focal point of the slave probe was moved from the focal point of master probe to (x, z') = (0, 140) and (27.5, 140) at an interval of 1 mm. We measured them at each point until obtaining 5000 data. Seeding particles were made of polystyrene particles. In general, removal of bubble-scattering noises is essential to obtain the measurement reliability when applying LDA to measurement of liquid-phase velocity in a gas-liquid two-phase flow. In this study, the bubble-scattering noises were removed by applying the same data processing as Mudde and Saito (11) .
Water jacket Oscillating grid
Water jacket Oscillating grid The LDA measurements were performed under three experimental conditions, the first one was performed under the oscillating-grid turbulence without bubble swarm (hereafter Condition-O), the second one was performed under the turbulence induced by the bubble swarm in stagnant water (Condition-B), and the third one was performed under the oscillating-grid turbulence with bubble swarm (Condition-OB).
Experimental condition
In this study, the basic bubble shape was categorized into a type of oblate ellipsoidal (16) . The shadow images of bubbles were captured by high-speed-video camera of 1200×1632 pixels (1 pixel = 65.9 µm). The bubble images were processed to calculate the center of gravity, the major axis and minor axis. In total, 384 bubbles were analyzed, and equivalent diameter of the examined bubble was obtained as 2.8 mm. Using both hypodermic needle and audio speaker unit resulted in achievement of the high reproducibility and uniformity of the bubble size, and high controllability of bubble formation timing. Moreover, the average rise velocity of the bubbles at the center of gravity (vertical component of the bubble velocity) was obtained. Under Condition-B, the velocity was 302 mm/s at z' = 100 mm. Under Condition-OB, that was 301 mm/s at z' = 100 mm. The velocity difference between Condition-B and Condition-OB is not so large. From these results, the bubble rise velocity was considered to be hardly influenced by oscillating-grid turbulence in our experimental condition.
We measured liquid-phase velocity components w and u using a two-component-LDA probe to clarify oscillating-grid turbulence. Under Condition-O, the vertical and horizontal turbulence intensity asymptotically approached a certain value at 100 mm ≧ z'. In this area, the flow is considered to be a homogeneous turbulence flow regardless of z'. Furthermore the ratio of the vertical to horizontal turbulence intensity (w rms / u rms ) ranged from 0.7 to 1.3 in the area of -40≦x≦40 mm and 100≦z'≦180 mm. We found out the ideal homogeneous isotropic turbulence was formed in this area. The LDA measurement is too hard to apply for bubbly flow, because the acquisition rate of accuracy velocity is dramatically decreased by scattering noise from bubble surface. Moreover many difficulties are occurred in order to achieve correct correlation coefficient of velocity. We fixed the measurement points at x=0 and 27.5 to eliminate huge measurement time. We could expect to observe the same turbulence modulation was occurred at measured area because of homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Hereafter, we discussed the area of 100≦z'≦130 mm. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the vertical to horizontal turbulence intensity as a function of distance from the neutral grid position (z' = 0 mm). The averages of w rms / u rms were listed in Table 1 . We found out that the homogeneous isotropic turbulence was formed in the area of -40≦x≦40 mm and 100≦z'≦180 mm by oscillating grid as above. Under Condition-O, the oscillating-grid turbulence was almost isotropic (because of w rms /u rms = 1) at all measurement points. Under Condition-OB, the turbulence intensity in the vertical direction became larger than the one in the horizontal direction at all measurement points (w rms is larger than u rms ). This indicates that the isotropic turbulence changed into anisotropic turbulence. The turbulence modulation was induced by the mutual interaction between the bubble swarm and the ambient isotropic turbulence of the liquid phase. Fig. 4 shows the turbulence intensity (w rms /fS, u rms /fS) as a function of distance from the neutral grid position. It is clear that the values under Condition-O are smaller than those under both Condition-B and Condition-OB at all measurement points. Especially the turbulence intensity under Condition-OB was larger than that under Condition-O. Therefore we could confirm the bubble injection strongly disturbed liquid-phase turbulence.
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Result and discussion

1. Turbulence intensity
In order to compare the turbulence intensity under Condition-B with that under Condition-OB, space-averaged turbulence intensity was calculated; the frequency and stroke of grid oscillation were applied to dimensionless expression in accordance with Hopfinger (6) (7) . The results are shown in Table 2 . The space-averaged turbulence intensity of vertical velocity (w rms /fS) under Condition-OB is smaller than that under Condition-B, at x = 0 and 27.5 mm. The turbulence intensity of the vertical velocity (w rms /fS) is considered to be inhibited by the mutual interaction of the turbulence induced by the bubble swarm and the ambient isotropic turbulence. The turbulence intensity of horizontal velocity under Condition-OB is larger than that under Condition-B at x = 0 mm. At x = 27.5 mm, the turbulence intensity under Condition-OB takes almost the same value as that under Condition-B. These are also considered to be induced by the mutual interaction. Moreover, in this study, the turbulence intensity induced by bubble swarm was larger than that induced by oscillating-grid, and the turbulence intensity under Condition-OB was closer to that under Condition-B than under Condition-O. The flow was considered to be dominated by the turbulence induced by bubble swarm. Generally, a space correlation function is approximated by the exponential function (17) .
2. Spatial correlation
The curves in Fig. 5 are based on the following functions.
In equation (2), (3), coefficient A is the value of R (0) , namely the cross correlation at the same position. Consequently, R (0) should be theoretically set to unity in any conditions. The strictly simultaneous data acquisition was difficult, because the LDA measurement point has a small volume and we set the LDA measurement data within 100 µs as the simultaneous data. Therefore, the experimental results became slightly smaller than 1, though these results were reasonable; these are quite similar to past papers (18) . The solid line was drawn using equation (3); least-square approach was applied to decide the coefficient B. The broken line was also drawn using equation (2); the above method was employed. Equation (3) is more fit in the experimental data than Equation (2), in all conditions.
3. Integral scale
The integral scale is defined as the following equation. The integral scale was
: calculated from Equation (3) (fitting in the experimental data) and Equation (4) . The integral scale is measure of the size of eddies corresponding to the energy-containing range in the flow, and thus of the spatial variation of the turbulence.
The results of the calculation are listed in Table 3 . The integral scale obtained in the present study indicates three types of tendency.
First, we could confirmed that homogeneous isotropic turbulence was formed at x = 0 mm under Condition-O. Generally, in homogeneous turbulence, longitudinal and transversal integral scale (calculated from longitudinal and transversal velocity correlation function) are connected that the ratio between longitudinal and transversal correlation are 2 to 1. In our study, the longitudinal velocity correlation was obtained by the velocity in same direction of LDA shifting direction, and the transversal velocity correlation was obtained by the velocity in different direction of LDA shifting direction. The ratio between longitudinal and transversal correlation became 2 to 1 (i.e. the integral scale was 26 in longitudinal direction and 13 in transversal direction), hence we could verify the ideal isotropic turbulence was formed.
Second, the significant turbulence modulation was observed. The integral scale under Condition-OB was decreased in comparison with Condition-O, though the turbulence intensity under Condition-OB was inversely increased in comparison with Condition-O. The integral scale in original isotropic turbulence was shifted to small by the injection of bubbles, and breakup of continuous liquid-phase was occurred and induced by mutual interaction between ambient liquid-phase turbulence and bubble swarm.
Third, the variance of integral scale was observed. The integral scale in respect of w under Condition-B was decreased in comparison with Condition-OB at x = 0 and 27.5 mm; Lz = 21 and 25 mm were shifted to 20 and 17 mm, respectively. The integral scale in respect of v under Condition-B was increased in comparison with Condition-OB at x = 0 mm, and was the same value as the one at x = 27.5 mm; Lz = 10 mm was shifted to 11 mm, and 9 mm was retained, respectively. As discussed above, we found the decrease in turbulence intensity of the vertical component at x = 0 and 27.5 mm, and the increase in turbulence intensity of the horizontal component at x = 0 mm under Condition-OB in comparison with Condition-B. It is remarkable that correlation observed in the magnitude of the integral scale corresponds with the correlation observed in the magnitude of the turbulence intensity.
Comparing Condition-O with Condition-OB, or Condition-B with Condition-OB, the size of eddies (here, the integral scale of w) is considered to become smaller by the influence of mutual interaction between liquid-phase motion induced by bubble swarm and oscillating-grid turbulence. Therefore, in view of the integral scale, the size of eddies corresponding to the energy-containing range becomes smaller, hence it is considerable that this indicates that energy spectrum was shifted toward high wave number. However, in order to verify these opinions the measurement of the energy spectrum is needed; i.e. according to Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis, another LDA measurement (19) or PIV measurement should be conducted. Besides it is necessary to more deeply understand this phenomenon on the basis of experiments on correlation between the bubble and liquid motion in different conditions. In this study, because the bubble swarm dominates liquid-phase motion (because the turbulence intensity under Condition-B was near that under Condition-OB), more experiments should be conducted in the conditions of different degree of bubble swarm domination; i.e. change of bubble diameter, bubble number density, liquid motion and so on. It is possible to clarify the mutual interaction between the bubble and liquid phases and to understand physics of the phenomenon related with the mutual interaction.
Conclusions
In order to clarify the structure of bubbly turbulent flows and the interaction between bubbles and liquid-phase motion, we investigated liquid-phase turbulence modulation induced by the wake of a bubble swarm ascending in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. We utilized both oscillating-grid method and audio speaker method. From the two spatially-separate points LDA data, turbulence intensity, spatial correlation and integral scale were calculated and discussed.
When the bubble swarm was added in oscillating-grid turbulence, the turbulence intensity dramatically changed. The original isotropic turbulence was modulated to the anisotropic turbulence by the mutual interaction between the bubble swarm and ambient isotropic turbulence. The increase in turbulence intensity and the decrease in integral scale were observed by injection of bubble swarm in oscillating-grid turbulence. Comparing with turbulence induced by bubble swarm and turbulence induced by bubble swarm in oscillating-grid turbulence, the decrease in the turbulence intensity of the vertical component and the slight increase in the turbulence intensity of the horizontal component were observed. The correlation observed in the magnitude of the integral scale corresponds with the correlation observed in the magnitude of the turbulence intensity.
